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SUAR 
Several designs of nitrided-steel piston rings were performance-
tested under variable conditions of output. The necessity of good 
surface finish and conformity of the ring to the bore was indicated 
in the first tests. Nitrided-steol rings of the same dimensions as 
cast-iron rings operating on the original piston were not satisfac-
tory. The final design was a lighter, rectangular, thin face-width 
ring used on a piston having a maximum cross-head area and. the proper 
skirt shape. Results were obtained from tests of single-cylinder 
and multicylinder engines. 
The thin, nitrided-steel rings were performance-tested. in 
both nitrided and porous chromium-plated cylinder barrels with 
good results. The nitrided-steel cylinders were stock production 
items and the porous chromium-plated cylinders were worn cylinders 
that had been reclaimed by plating back to size. The use of 
nitrided-steel rings in chromium-plated cylinders offers attrac-
tive possibilities that require further investigation. 
Good performance characteristics of ring and cylinder barrel 
were obtained. Tests under dust conditions indicated that the 
nitrided-steel rings maintained acceptable oil control from three 
to four times longer than the stock cast-iron rings. Lubricating-
oil consumption was somewhat higher with nitrided-steel rings 
than that usually encountered with the original cast-iron ring as-
sembly when the cast-iron rings are in the beit condition of run-in. 
The Lubricating-oil consumption with nitrided-steel rings tended to 
improve with operating time, whereas the opposite trend was exhib-
ited by cast-iron rings. 
Dust tests, in particular, should-be-made on the combination 
of thin nitrided-steel rings and chromium-plated cylinders. Ex-
tensive flight tests of the rectangular nitrided-steel piston 
rings are recommended.
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ThTPODUCTION 
For many years the NPCA has been conducting tests of aircraft-
engine cylinders at specific power outputs in excess of their maxi-
mum ratings. The first engine parts to fail as the specific power 
is increased, are the piston rings; the failure manifests itself by 
general increases in specific oil consumption, in rapid ring wear, 
in blow-by, and in subsequent loss in power. 
Variables that consid.erably affect piston-ring and cylinder-
barrel wear are dust; lubrication, both quantity and quality; 
brake mean effective pressure; engine speed; and operating tem-
peratures. Both bench tests and engine tests were made on a 
variety of piston-ring materials and, ring designs. Some of the 
materials and ring designs were eliminated by the bench tests. 
The others were tested in single-cylind.er  engines. The choice 
of the procedure for the engine-ring test covered by this report 
was chosen with a view to picking test conditions that would. give 
the required results in the minimum time. The final combination 
of nitrided-steel rings In both nitrided-steel and chromium-plated 
cylinder barrels was performance-tested under a wide variety of 
operating conditions it both single-cylinder and. niulticylind.er  
engines. 
The thin, nitridedsteol rings used in these tests were 
manufactured by and tested in cooperation with the Borg-Warner 
Corporation, Spring Division, Bellwood .., Ill. 
The nitrided-steel piston rings :were performance-tested. In 
single-cylindor engines at Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora-
tory from 1939 through 1942. At the recommendation of the 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, multicylinder and. 
single-cylinder engines were tested by the Bureau of Aeronautics, 
Navy Department, at the Aeronautical Engine Laboratory of the 
Naval Aircraft Factory In Philadelphia c.nd by the Army Air Forces, 
Materiel Coand, at Wright Field. 
DEFINITIONS 
Piston-ring terms to be used in this report are d.efined, as 
follows: 
face - The part of the piston ring that is adjacent to, or in 
direct contact with, the cylinder wall. 
face width - The wid.th of the ring face.
Lim 
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side - The part of the ring that contacts the piston grooves. 
ring assembly - The entire group of rings used on any individua1 
piston, regardless of ring type, material, or position with 
respect to the piston pin. 
radial depth - The radial dimension from the center of the face 
to the center of the back of the ring. 
diametral tension - The force in pounds, which is applied along 
a radius 900 from the gap, required to close the ring to its 
nominal diameter. Ring tension as used. and measured in this 
investigation is purely an arbitrary measurement of the char-
acteristics of a piston ring. 
unit wall pressure - The force exerted by the piston-ring face 
against the cylinder wall, pounds per square inch. This unit 






p	 unit pressure, pounds per square inch 
	
T	 diametral tension, pounds 
	
1)	 ring diameter, inches 
	
W	 face width, inches 
The unit wall pressure as defined in this report is only an ap-
proximate average value inasmuch as true unit pressures can be 
determined only by such an instrument as a ra5.ia1ressure gage. 
An analysis made subsequent to the originol pullication of this 
paper indicates that the constant 0.76 siiJ.es to measurements 
made with the ring compressed to the correct gap. The analysis 
showed that a value of 0.88 should be used if measurements are 
made with the ring compressed to the proper diameter, as was done 
in the tests reported. Correction of the data reported. is felt 
to be unwarranted, however, since the values obtained were used 
only for qualitative comparison.
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APPARATUS MID TEST PROCEDURE 
Temperature Tests 
The heater shown in figure 1 was designed and built to check 
the effect of temperature on stress relief. Stress relief may be 
defined as the loss in tension of a ring at elevated temperatures. 
Two piston rings with two thermocouples leading from each ring can 
he simultaneously tested in this heater. Rings were placed in the 
heater, which compressed them to their nominal diameter. They were 
heated to the predeten-ained temperature and held at this temperature 
for 10 minutes, after which they were removed from the heater and 
cooled in still air. The. diametral tension of the rings was deter-
mined before and after each heat period. The tension of the rings 
was determined by applying a force at 00 0
 to the gap until the ring 
was compressed to its nominal diameter. This application of force 
was accomplished by placing a balance under a press, the spindle of 
which was accurately set, in order that it could be moved only the 
proper distance. Practically all of the cormercially available 
ring materials, such as alloy cast iron, high-speed steel, and sev-
eral kinds of nitrided. steel, were included, in those temperature 
tests. 
The object of these short tests was to eliminate quickly the 
- - materials that had the least chance of proving satisfactory for 
rings intended to operate at high power outputs. In th determina-
tion of the effect of prolonged heating at elevated temperatures, 
rings were compressed to their nominal diameter by installing them 
in a section of a cylinder of the proper size. This assembly was 
then placed. in a heat-treating oven that had been heated to the 
predetermined temperature. An unconfined ring was alsoplaced in 
the furnace. At the expiration of the heating period (1 hr in one 
test, 6 to 8 hr in another test), the cylinder was removed from 
the oven and the rings still confined in the cylinder were allowed 
to cool. The nconfined ring was removed at the same time and al-
loved to cool in the unconfined condition. Diametral tension was 
determined bfore and after each heating period. In these tests 
the same rings were tested over a range from room temperature to 
11000 F or until the ring collapsed. 
Single-Cylinder-Engine Tests 
The following single-cylinder test-engine setups were used-
in the NACA tests:
NACA ARE No.. 4D22 
Cylinder Crankcase Bore and Corn- ValveEngine imep Fuel 
stroke pres- tim- speed (lb/sqj system 
(in.) sion Ingi(rpm) in.) 
ratio
I L 
NACPL corirpree- NACA 5 by 6 12.0 2000 150 Fuel 




ton design engine 
Wright 09CC NACA 6! by 7 6.7 Stan-i 2200 225 Carbu-
universal 8 dard retor 
test 
engine  
Wright 09CC 1Wright 61 by 62 6..7 Stan- 1160 125 Carbu-
R..102073 8	 8 dard to to retor 
2500 288 
Wright C9GC .1wright 61 by 61 6.7 Stan- 2200 236 1Carbu-
jR-1820-4.5 8	 a Idard tretor
'Rebalanced for single-cylinder operation. (See fig. 2 for a typi-
cal setup.) 
Combustion-air flow to the engines was measured. by a sharp-
edge, thin-plate orifice assembled according to A.S.M.E. standards. 
Power was absorbed and measured by a cradle-type electric dynamometer 
in all single-cylinder-engine tests. 
All cylinders except that of the compression-ignition engine 
were air-cooled. The compression-ignition-engine cylinder was 
cooled with water at atmospheric pressure. Cooling air was sup-
plied by separately driven blowers and flow was varied to produce 
the desired cylinder-head and cylinder-barrel temperatures. These 
temperatures were measured by 13 iron-conetantan thermocouples 
distributed over head and. barrel. 
High-power endurance tests were run under speed, lubrication, 
and temperature conditions conducive to ring failure through scuf- 
fing, scoring, and feathering. 
Blow-by was measured by a positive-displacement gas meter con-
nected to the crankcase-breather system (fig. 3). As indicated in 
the diagrammatic sketch, blow-by is piped through a large surge tank 
with a flexible head, which is installed to damp out pressure fluc-
tuations. By use of this surge tank, the effect of variable speed 
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on the meter calibration becomes negligible. As is the case in all 
oil-system installations utilizing a dry sump and a large-capacity 
oil-scavenge pump, some of the blow-by gases are pumped. into the 
oil-storage tank. This condition is taken care of by using a 
sealed storage tank and, by returning this blow-by to the crankcase; 
thereby all blow-by will eventually pass through the meter. 
The crankcase pressure was arbitrarily set at 1/2 inch of 
water below atmospheric pressvr (to permit leakage corrections 
to be made) and was maintained at this value throughout a complete 
run by means of the throttle valve K in figure 3. A 1eakage 
calibration curve was taken at variable speeds for the crankcase 
Pressure set at 1/2 inch of water below atmospheric pressure. In 
this calibration, the engine was motored without compression in 
order that no gas would leak by the rings. Leakage losses in all 
tests were found to be negligible. Calibration of the leakage was 
repeated from time to time as a check on the efficiency of the 
sealing of crankcase and blow-by system. 
Ring wear was measured by cleaning and weighing the rings 
before and after each test. S pecific oil consumption was measured 
in the single-cylinder-engine tests by the volume method corrected 
for temperature. The installation of special fittings and a sepa-
rate scavenging pump permitted the measurement of the power-section 
oil flow for the single-cylinder test engine using theWright 
R-1820-73 crankcase. 
Measurement of surface quality was made by measuring surface 
roughness of the nitrided surfaces of cylinder and rings. Surface 
roughness was measured with a Brush surface analyzer and a Prof lb- 
meter; porosity of the chromium-plated surfaces was measured. by a 
replica method developed by the NACA. In this method., a replica 
of the surface is taken with a plastic such as stripping lacquer or 
celluloid and this replica is photographed at a magnification of 
100. It has been found by experiment that a good. correlation is 
obtained between the porosity as measured by the replica method. 
and the porosity obtained, by the method of photomicrography of the 
sample itself, Percentage porosity is defined as the percentage 
of pits per unit area in a photomicrograph of the surface. The 
pitted area on the photomic rographs was determined. by the method. 
of counting squares and. the percentage porosity, based on the 
nominal surface area, was thus obtained. 
The single-cylinder-engine tests performed by the Bureau of 
Aeronautics at the Naval Aircraft Factory were conducted. on a 
Wright 090.0 cylinder to determine the effect of dust on ring wear
NACA APR No. 402
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and on oil control. These &ust tests were performed. at an engine 
speed of 2000 r, a brake mean effective pressure of 160 pounds 
per square inch, a carburetor.'airtemperatUre of 100 0 F, an oil-in 
temperature of 1650 F, and a spcific fuel consumptioA of 0.70 
pound per brake hoi'sepower-hour. At- these test conditions, a dust 
cycle was run consisting in the ihjèction of 2 grams of dust into 
the combustion air pVer a lOminute period every half hour for 3 
hours; an oil-consumption check run was also made without dust for 
4 hours. 
The dust used in these tests was made from a natural Arizona 
dust, the analysis of which is given in the following table: 
ANALYSIS OF TEST DUST 
apart 4 cles in sample I Chemical Compounds 
corn-	 in sample 
Size	 I Percentage position (percent) 
(microns) 
0-5 39±2 Ignition 
5-10 18 ±3 loss	 j 2.68 
10-20 16 ±3 Pe203 4.58 
20-40 10 ±3 Al203 15.98 




a100 percent of test dust passes through a 200-mesh screen. 
Mult icylinder-Engine Tests 
The multicylinder-engine tests performed by the Bureau of Aero-
nautics at the Naval Aircraft Factory were on a Wright R-1820-40 
engine with C9GC cylinders mounted. on a test stand and load.ed, with 
a propeller. Cooling-air flow was varied. to obtain the desired. 
cylinder temperatures. Specific oil consumption was measured. by 
the weight method using a balanced weighing tank. 
The following tests were performed: 
1. Continuous operation at take-off power, 1200 brake horse-
power, at an engine speed of 2500 rpm 
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2. A type test made according to Army-Navy Specification 
AN. 9502b 
3. Dust tests at an engine speed of 2000rpm, a brke mean 
effective pr.swre of 160 pounds per square inch, a 
brake horspowof 740, and. an
 oil-in temperature 
of 180°.F	 - 
In the dust tests, the piston rings were run in after which a 
1hour endurance run without dust was made as an oil-consumption 
check under test conditions of item 3. Dust was injected at the 
rate of 18 grams over a 10-minute period every 1/2 hour for 1 hours. 
Thisinjection was followed by 4 hours of endurance without dust 
injection, Oil-weight readings were obtained. every 15 minutes. 
Figure 4 shows the.dustinJe.ctionequipment. The dust used was 
identical with that used. in the ingle-cyiinder-engine dust tests. 
Multicylinder-engine tests made by the Ay Air Forces at 
Wright Field were in the form of service tests on engines installed 
on an airplane operating fron dusty air fields. These tests were 
accelerated by operation of the engines at take-off power for 
longer periods of time than usual. Total operating time at comple-
tion of the tests was 143 hours including 197 take-offs. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Temperature Tests 
The analysis made of ring materials indicated that cast-iron 
rings did not have the desired physical characteristics under condi-
tions of high operating temperatures. This indication is best shown 
by thersults of the temperature tests. 
sults of these tests on a variety of piston-ring materials 
are shown in figures 5, 6, and 7. A study of the curves shows that 
the nitrided-steel rings are more satisfactory on the basis of re-
isanoe..to stress relief than the rings of other materials tested 
at elevated temperatures. Loss of strength was particularly notice-
able in the -high-speed steel rings and resulted in near or complete 
collapse at the elevated temperatures. 
The cast-iron rings showed a sharp break in the tension curve 
above 7000 F (fig, 5) for the 10-minute heating period. The 6- to 
8-hour and the 1-hour heating-period-tests (figs. 6 and 7) showed
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that the loss in tension, ereseed as a percentage of the original 
J.
	
was appreciably less with nitrided steel than with cast 
iron. This difference in tension loss would indicate that prolonged 
high.. temperature operation would have a greater adverse effect on 
the cast iron than on the nitrided steel, 
Single-Cylinder-Engine Tests 
Compression-irnition-engine tests, - Because the nitrifted-steel 
rings showed greatest resistance to high temperatures, it was consid-
ered that these rings would give the best service in an engine of 
high output. The rings as obtained from the manufacturer were in-
stalled in a used, nitrided-steel cylinder liner that was in good 
condition and, without an attempt to run the rings in, the load on 
the engine was SlOWly increased. Excessive breather smoke immediate-
ly developed and the rings and the liner were inspected.. It was 
found that the edges of the rings had chipped and. t1e small particles 
had scratched the nitrided.-steel cylinder liner, the rings, and the 
piston; the small particles could he seen imbedded in the aluminum 
piston at the end of the scratches. The sharp edges of a set of 
rings were removed by grinding with a small, high-speed emery wheel 
and the engine was set up again after the liner was refinished.. A 
slightly greater load was obtained before failure, and the parts 
were again inspected. The scratches resulting from the chipping 
of the rings were much. less, but a microscopic exsmination of the 
ring faces indicated. numerous points where "spot welding" between 
the ring face and the cylinder wail had taken place during the test. 
New rings were obtained with a nitnided-steel case of only 
0.015-inch depth instead of the original case of 0.030-inch depth. 
The sharp edges were removed from a sot of the new rings and the 
rings were placed on a lapping jig that was made with ring grooves 
of the saie dimensions as the riston-ring grooves. A strip of 
steel 0.015 inch thick was imbedded in the groove and perpendicular 
to it to make the ends of the rings butt against the steel and to 
prevent the rings from turning in the groove. The rings had. pre-
viously been fitted to the bore for the correct end gap. With the 
use of a 320-grit, silicon-carbide valve-grinding compound, the 
rings were lapped in a dtmy cylinder by hand with a spiral motion 
until they showed good contact over the entire face of the ring. 
The grinding compound used was changed to a 400-grit, silicon-
carbide valve-grinding compound, and the lapping was continued.. 
They were finish-lapped with 500-grit aluminum oxide in the bore 
in which they were to be used. After the lapping operation, the 
rings were measured and set up in the engine for testing. Again
10
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the engine was slowly brought up to operating conditions and run 
at an indicated mean effécti re pressure-of 150 pounds per square 
inch for 20 hours without a• trace of breather smoke. At the end-
of this test the rings were inspected, and measured; no chipping 
and very little wear were eid.ent•. 
A new liner was then obtained with a surface finish of less 
than 3 mi.croinches, rms, and. a second set of rings of 0.015-inch 
nitrided-steel case was prepared by grinding off all sharp corners. 
The surface finish on the rings was poor, and they were therefore 
lapped with 500-grit aluminum oxide in thecylinder that was to be 
used, When the grinding marks had been removed, levigated alumina 
was substituted for aluminum oxide and the rings and the liner were 
lapped to a mirror finish. During the process there was no dimen-
sional change in either the rings or the liner. 
The engine was assembled, warmed up under power, and gradually 
brought up to an output of 240- pounds7per-square-inch indicated mean 
effective pressure at an engine speed of 2000 rpm and a maximum cyl-
inder pressure of 1250 poundsper square inch. The warm-up and the 
gradual application of the load required approximately 30 minutes. 
After 25 hours at this output s the ring$ were inspected and measured 
with a micrometer, and only a trace of wear was discernible. 
The compresson-ignitiOn-engi.ne tests indicated the necessity 
for smooth surface finishes on both cylinder barrel and rings for 
the combination of nitrid.ed-steel rings and nitrid.ed.-steel cylin-
der. Under high-output conditions, the assembly of cylinder an& 
rings that had smooth initial surface finishes proved to be the 
most successful with respect to wear and blow-by. The attainment 
of smooth finishes permitted the use of a short run-in time with-
out adversely affecting engine performance and wear. 
Preliminary spark-ignition-engine tests. - Nitrided-steel 
rings (made to the same dflnensibns as the stock wed.ge-shapea corn-
presion rings used in the Wright C9GC cylinder) and a nitrided.-
steel barrel were obtained for the test. These rings had a con-
siderably better surface finish than the original rings. The cyl-
inder barrel was a stock production item with a bore finish of 3 
to 5 microinches, rms. The rings more installed in the engine cyl-
inder as received from the manufacturer. The engine was run in 
for 1 hour and then operated 1 hour at a brake mean effective pres-
sure of 200 pounds per square inch and an engine speed. of 2200 rpm. 
In spite of the improve& surface finish of the cylinder, severe 
scuffing was experienced. Scuffing may be defined as an area 
rupture of metal surfaces. The preparation of the surfaces and
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the fitting of new rings to the bore were repeated as previously 
described for the last test of the compression-ignition-engine 
series and, after a run.in period of 1 hour, a test run of 25 hours 
at a brake mean effective pressure of 200 pounds per square inch 
and an engine speed of 2200 rpm was completed. The surfaces were 
in good condition although there was excessive wear of the rings. 
Temperature tests on similar rings were made with the results shown 
in figure 7 under Nitralloy G. 
A second type of nitrided-steel ring made of Nitralloy N and 
shown in figure 8 was obtained for testing. This type will be referred 
to as the"thin" ring. Most of the early tests using thin rings were 
conducted to determine the necessary piston design for use with thin 
rings. The progressive steps in this part of the research are shown 
in table I. Most test runs were of 1-hour duration at a brake mean 
effective pressure of 204 pounds per square inch because this period 
was considered sufficiently long to ' get an idea as to the functioning 
of the rings and the piston, Itwill he noted that the run-in period 
consists of 1 hour rather than the usual 5 to 10 hours required for 
cast-iron rings. 
After some of the initial problems of piston design and. ring 
assembly were solved, test runs for periods of 25 hours and. longer 
were made to check further perfomance. These runs are listed as 
tests 9 1 10, and 11 of tablq I. Figures 9 and 10 are photographs 
of the piston and ring assembly after rest 10 and are representative 
of the appearance of piston and rings after all three tests. 
The final piston design was made from the results of the pre-
liminary tests, Figure 11 shows a photograph of the piston and 
ring equipinement used in the piston investigation. Before acceptance 
and incorporation in the final piston design, the following features, 
based on the tests just discussed, were considered: 
1. Maximum length of cross head as limited by allowable dimen-
sions. This feature is one of extreme importance inasmuch as length 
of cross head influences ring performance by effect on piston rocking. 
2. Location of rings. The ring belt was located, as far from 
the piston crown as practicable to protect the top ring from the 
high-temperature combustion gases. 
3. Shape of piston. Pistqn shape was carefully chosen, from 
the results of the preliminary runs, to conform as nearly as pos-
sible to the cylinder tore at operating temperatures. This shape 
will insure against possibility of piston seizure because of thermal 
distortion.
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4. Location of oil-drain holes. For maximum effect of oil 
control, unrestricted passages mast be provided and advantage taken 
of the inertia effect of the oil in the matter of scavenging the 
grooves.
5. Simplicity of ring assembly. The choice of the number of 
rings was made to obtain the least number of rings that would result 
in efficient operation. Two compression and two oil rings, all 
located above the piston pin, were the final result. The rings 
were of rectangular crss section because this simple shape was 
easily machined. 
The final piston design is shown in figure 12 and. a new, 
complete piston assembly is shown, in figure 13. 
In order to check the final piston and ring design, a 150-hour 
type test in accordance with Army-Navy Specification AN-9502a was 
performed. This test was a check on both piston and ring performance 
under the wide range of test conditions specified. by the type test. 
General engine performance with respect to ring and cylinder wear, 
blow-by, and power was excellent. Lubricating-oil control (that is, 
specific oil consumption) was poor. Results are shown in table II 
and in figure 14. Figures 15 and 16 show the piston and ring as-
sembly, after the type test. 
The excellent condition of ring.and cylinder rubbing surfaces 
indicated, that these surfaces were compatible with each other. The 
extremely low wear of rings as indicated from the low weight loss 
was also an indication that very successful operation with this ring 
assembly is possible. As can be noted in table II, a maximum ring-
weight loss of approximately 0.6 percent was recorded. in this 150-
hour -type test. 
Results of test on the stock cast-iron-ring assembly in a stock 
nitrided-steel cylinder at a brake mean effective pressure of 250 
pounds per square inch are shown in table III, test 1, and in figure 
17. Test conditions with respect to speed, output, oil temperature, 
and cylinder temperatures were made extremely severe, It will be 
noted that oil control was poor from the start of the test, possibly 
indicating that the rings had scuffed and feathered. during run-in. 
Wear of the rings was also very high. The photographs of the ring 
assembly after testing show that the rings were scuffed., scored,, and 
feathered. Figure 17, concluded, also shows that the top rings had. 
lost appreciable tension; this loss was manifested by a loss in free 
gap of the rings.
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Tests 2 1 3, and 4 of table III show results of tests of the 
piston and ring assembly used in table II under the test conditions 
of test 1 in table III asa comparative check, at these conditions, 
of nitrided-steel and cast-iron rings. The run-in period, of 1 hour 
was still maintained, at this high output. It will be noted that 
weight losses are low, considering the extreme severity of test con-
ditions. Figures 18 and 19 are included to show the excellent con-
dition of the piston and rings after these tests even though two of 
the tests resulted in exhaust-valve failures and much of the loose 
valve-steel particles passed by the faces of the rings and imbedded 
themselves in the piston skirt. 
The last test listed on table III was successful with respect 
to wear and general engine-performance characteristics. Oil control, 
however, was still relatively poor althou# the oil consumption was 
ccnstant, a condition that is rather uiisaal in high-output tests of 
G this duralon. The large increase in oil, consumption for stock rings 
is best shown in test 1 of table III. 
Because the previously described tests of the nitrided-steel 
rings indicated that the oil rings (fig. 3 1 low-unit-wall-pressure 
oil rings, 39 lb/sq in.) were unsatisfactory on the basis of oil 
control, tests were made with rings of lesser face width, OOlO 
inch, and of diametral tension that was identical with the original 
rings. This decrease in face width with the same diametral tension 
resulted in an approximate initial unit wall pressure of 78 pounds 
per square inch. The tests indicatcd that these rings decreased 
oil consumption at least 50 percent. Rings were accordingly pro-
cured that obtained a high unit wall pressure by an increase of 
diametral tension and a decrease in face width. It was preferred 
to obtain the high unit wall pressure in this manner rather than 
by a large decrease in face width alone, because a ring of large 
face width will have a lower percentage change of face width for an 
equal amount of wear than a ring of small face width. 
Final spark-ignition-engine tests, - The final design of nitrided.-
stool oil rings was one that had a free gap of approximately l inches 
rather than the free gap of approximately 1r inches in the original 
rings. A decrease in face width from 0.020 to 0.014 inch was also 
made at this time. The increase in free-joint opening resultel in 
a change of diametral tension from 6.3 to 9.4 pounds. Corresponding 
values of initial unit wall pressure are 39 and 24 pounds per square 
inch. Oil riigs with both low and high initial unit wall pressure 
are shown in figure S. 
Table IV shows the results of two tests with those oil rings. 
Test 31 from table IV can be directly compared with test 19 of
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table III. These two tests furnish a direct comparison of perform- 
ance with oil rings of high and low initial unit wall pressure. The 
oil consumption decreascd from 0,022 pound per brake horsepower-hour 
in test 19 to 0.013 pound per brake horsepower-hour in test 31. In 
both tests the wear of the compression rings and the cylinder barrels 
was considered small, Oil-ring wear was relatively high until the 
rings had seated themselves and aparently reached a stable condition 
of rate of wear and oil control. In test 30, oil consumption de-
creased from 0.020 to 0.008 pound per brake horsepower-hour. This 
decrease would apparently correspond to the seating period-of the 
rings inasmuch as toot 31 showed. a constant oil consumption of 0,013 
pound per brake horsepower. hour during the entire test. Figure 20 
shows the photograph of the piston and ring assembly after test 31. 
It will be noted that the top oil ring was cold-stuck and the second 
compression ring was tight at the gap. No ring sticking was apparent 
in any of the previous high-output tests. 
In all tests using oil rings of the high unit wall pressure, 
the initial wear was high, which resulted in a fairly large in-
crease in face width.
	 - 
After satisfactory operation with respect to wear and lubricating-
oil consumption had been achieved in nitrided-steel cylinders, single-
cylinder-engine tests of the riltrided-steel rings in a porous chromium- 
plated, straight-bore cylinder were conducted. The rings from test 31 
(table Iv) were installed, cU.rectly in a porous chromium-plated, 
straight-bore cylinder barrel and were operated for three tests accord-
ing to the operating conditions indicated in tests 1, 2, and 3 of 
table V. 
Results were good with respect to wear and 011 control in each 
of these three tests. Figures 21 and 22 show the piston and ring 
assembly after tests in the chromium-plated barrel. 
In order to investigate the reason for successful performance of 
the chromiun... plated cylinder, porosity was measured after test 3 
(table, v) in to locations. Some replicas were taken in ring travel 
and others were taken in the section of cylinder above ring travel. 
Measurements in the section of cylinder above ring travel are consid-
ered representative of the porosity before the tests. Porosity range 
above ring travel was 50 -to E perccnt and in ring travel was 30 to 40 
percent. Figures 23 and 24 show typical plan-view photomicrographs at 
100 magnification of the chromium-plated surface above and in ring 
travel after the test. Surface roughness of the cylinder before the 
test was approximately 40 to 60 laicroinches, rms. After the test, 
surface rough-mess measured. 25 to 35 microinches, rms. These measure-
ments of surface roughness of porous chromium-plated. cylinders do not
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represent actual surface finish on the chromium plateaus because 
the tracer point traveled through the pores or pits as well as 
over the plateaus. More significance should therefore be attached 
to the percentage porosity than to the surface roughness. 
The set of rings used in the tests reported in table V had com- 
pleted 155 hours of test operation after test 3. Figure 25 shows 
the effect of running
 time on this particular set of nitrided-steel 
rings. The curves of figure 25 indicate that the rings had apuar- 
ently reached a constant rate of wear. This constant rate of wear 
is low, as can be computed from the weight loss during the last three 
tests. Weight loss in test 3 was less than one quarter of 1 percent 
of the initial weight of the ring. 
It would appear from the results of these tests that the most 
satisfactory combination of rings ar4 cylinders might be that of the 
nitridod-steel rings in the porous chromium-plated cylinder barrels. 
This assembly should result, after seating and complete compatibility 
of the rubbing surfaces has been attained, in a very stable assembly 
with respect to both rate of wear and oil control. Dust tests of 
this assembly should be run, however, before a final recommendation 
can be made. 
Results of the single-cylinder-engine dust tests showed that the 
nitrided-steel ring assembly in n1tr.idedsteel cylinders resulted in 
acceptable oil control through the fourth dust cycle (fig, 26). The 
oil consumption after the fifth dust cycle was approximately that 
obtained by the stock cast-iron rings after the first dust cycle. 
The test of the cast-iron . rin. assembly was discontinued after the 
first duct cycle because the slope of the oil-consumption curve mdi-
cated that the assembl y
 was wearing out rather than seating in, and 
consequently no bettor oil control than that after the first dust 
cycle (whiáh was unacceptable at the conditions of this test) could 
to expected. The wear curves in figure 26 show that oil control was 
satisfactory as long as the rate of wear of the rings was constant. 
Sonic results of other tests of single-cylinder engines under 
dust injection have been reported by the W ight Aeronautical Corpor-
ation. These tests showed that the nitrided-steel rings are much 
better on the basis of oil control than the conventional cast-iron, 
taper-faced ring assembly. Wear of the nitrided-steel rings in 
these tests, however, was reported to be not much less than wear of 
cast-iron rings, but wear of the cylinder barrels tested with 
nitrided-steel rings was very slight.
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Surface finishes. - Surface finishes of 2 to 8 microinches, rs, 
on the face of the nitridedsteel rings were investigated, in prelimi-
nary tests and the final result was a ring finished by honing on the 
face or outside diameter to 5 to 8 microinches, rms. 
It was found that for nitride-steel cylinders a cross-hatch-
honed finish of 4 to 6 microinches, rms, was suitable for use with 
the •nitrided-steel ring assembly after a nuEber of tests covering 
a range of surface finishes in the cylinder barrel of 1 to 6 micro-
inches, rms. 
Surface finish on the sides of the rings and on the piston-ring 
lands was set at 5 microinches, rms, in the belief that this finish 
(5 microin., rms) would be adequately smooth to prevent ring stick-
ing. No tests were made with this finish as a variable, however, 
because very few of the tests on the nitrided-steel ring assembly 
showed any signs of ring sticking. 
Multicylinder-Engine Tests 
The milticyiinder-engine test performed by the Bureai. of Aero-
nautics on a Tv1riht R-1820-40 engine at bake-off power and speed of 
the original, thin, nirid.e.d-steel ring assembly with oil rings of 
low unit wall pressure was terrainatod because of failure of the master-
rod bearing after approximately 30 hours at take-off power. Results 
of this test were good with respect to. wear in spite of a complete 
bearing failure that covered all rubbing surfaces with bearing material 
arid contaminated the lubricating oil, The oil control in this test, 
however, was relatively poor (specific oil consumption, 0,030 lb per 
bhp-hr). The trend of oil consumption decreased throughout the test. 
Additional multicylinder . engine tests were made by the Navy 
Department on the nitrideö steel ring assembly with the oil ring 
of high unit wall pressure after the NACA single-cylinder-engine 
tests had shown this assembly to be acceptable with respect to oil 
control. These single-cylinder-engine tests have been previously 
described and discussed. 
A 150-hour type test according to specification AN-9502b was 
performed by the Navy Department and resulted in good performance with 
regard to wear and oil control. Specific oil consumption at normal 
rated power and speed (1000 lip at 2300 rpm) .decreased from approximately 
0.013 to 0.010 pound per brake horsepower-hour after approximately 
40 hours of the endurance run had been completed (fig. 27), Average 
specific oil consumption at normal rated power and creed during the 
rest of the endurance test averaged 0,010 pound per brake horsepower-
hour. The rings showed. no tendency toward sticking. No ring breakage
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was encountered even thougiro fierspeod dive tests were run at 3100 rpm 
The generaL operating characteristics were norcial. Speciiic oil con-
eumpt ion at normal rated power and speed after the overspeed dives was 
0, 007 mound nar brake horsepower-hour. The smecific-oil-consumption 
check completed the type test. The value of 0.007 pound per brake 
horsepower-hour is considered satisfactory e/en though it is higher 
than is usually obtained with the standard cast-i.ron ring assembly 
under these conditions. 
The oil flow (total and power section) was accidentally more 
than 45 percent above the prescribed maximum for most of the test, 
and tests on this engine showed that decreasing the total oil flow 
(at normal rated power and seed) 22 percent decreased the specific 
oil consumption 13 percent. The 22- percent decrease in rate of oil 
flow resulted in a rate of flow 18 percent higher than the reccBended 
maxirnut. it is poss i ble that normal oil. flow would have resulted 
in still lower specific oil consumption. 
Multicylinder-ongine flight tests of nitrided- steel rings as-
sembled in both nitrided-steal and chromium- plated, cylinders as 
performed by the Army Air Forces, Materiel Coninarid, resulted in good 
performance of the rings in both types of cylinder with res pect to 
wear and oil control. All rings were free after these tests. Wear 
was low, considering severity,
 of test conditions and amount of opera-
tion in dusty atmospheres. The total operating tine of i43 hours 
resulted in more severe operation than this amount of time normall7. 
represents hecaune a large number of -take-offs (197) were included. 
Condition of the rubbing surfaces was considered ercellent in all 
three engines tested. Tiae condition of the pistons, especially the 
skirts, was very good and, the acceptable oil control proved that no 
bottom ring is necessary in this piston design. 
Pesuits of the multicylinder--engirie dust tests conducted by 
the Bureau of Aeronautics indicated 'that the nitrided--stoel ring 
assemblies were very successful with respect to oil control (fig. 28). 
Wear and specific oil consumption started to become excessive only 
after an appreciable number of dust cycles, The top compression 
ring in most of the cylinders was excessively worn before any great 
effect on oil consumption was evident. The slope of the oil-
consumption curve was not very- great even at the end of the seventh 
dust cycle. 
Figures 29. and 30 show the trend of oil consumption for standard 
piston asoomhlié.s of cast-ircn rings. Both curves show that oil con-
sumption increased very rapidly du.ring 'the first two dust cycles and 
became excessive aftoi the first cycle, It can ho seen that this 
rapid increase is true in both porous chromium-plated cylinders and 
in ntrded-steel cylinders.
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When figure 28 is compared with figures 29 and 30, it is appar-
ent that the nitrided-steel rings should provide acceDtahle oil con-
trol for much longer periods of time than the cast-iron rings, inas- 
much as the oi1-consumtion curve for nitrided-steel rings shows a 
ni:ch more gradual increase than the curve of the cast- iron rings. 
Although it is true that no quantitative coaparisons should be made 
of' figures 28, 29, and 30 becau3e the dust cycles are somewhat dif- 
ferent, it is believed that the indicated trends in the three tests 
can be used on a comparative basis. 
COIICLUDING PEMAPXf3 
The nitrided-steel ring, assembly under dust conditions is more 
successful on the basis of oil control ti-mn th0 cast-iron, taper-
faced ring assembly because a large part of the oil-control function 
is perfouied by the oil rings and little oil control is required 
from the compression rings. Wear on the compression rings, cons'e- 
quently, has little effect on oil control, 
From the results of the tests reported, further investigation 
of the combination of nitri'ied-steel rings in porous chromium-plated 
cylinders should be made because this combination offers attractive 
possibilities for use. The use of worn cylinders that have been 
reclaimed by porous chromium plating is attractive from the salvage 
viewpoint, and any ring assembly that can be successfully operated 
in these cylinders should be completelyengine- tested, 'These engine 
tests should include dust tests to check abrasion resistance, 
SUMMAP'L OF RESULTS 
Based on the test data of the single-cylinder and multicylinder 
engines, the following results were obtained: 
1. Performance characteristics of' the nitrided-steel ring 
assembly of final design were excellent with respect to wear and 
abrasion resistance, 
2. The condition of the rubbing surfaces of nitrided-steel 
rings and chromium-plated cylinders indicated that these surfaces 
were compatible with each other. 
3. The nitrided-steel ring assembly of final design resulted 
in average specific oil consumptions of 0.013 and 0,011 pound per 
brake horsepower-hour at a brake mean effective pressure of 250 
pounds per square inch and, an engine speed of 2500 rpm in the
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single-cylinder engine. The average specific oil consumption in the 
Wright R-1920-40 engine was 0,010 pound per brake horsepower-hour at 
no:'al rated power and speed (1000 hp at 2300 rpm). In all cases, 
the trend of oil consumption was constant or decreasing. 
4. Under dut .. test conditions, acceptable oil control can be 
obtained three to four times longer with the nitrided-steel ring 
assembly than with the stock cast-iron rings. 
5. Resultant wear of the cylinder barrels was exceptionally 
low.
6. Excellent resistance to ring breakage, at the severe 
overspeed-dive condition of 3100 rpm, on a Wright R-1820-40 engine, 
was exhibited by the nitridod-steel ring assembly. 
7. The use of a shorter run-in time (1 hi') was found. to be 
possible with the nitrideci-steel ring assembly. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the test data of the single-cylinder and multicylind.er 
engines, the following conclusion may be drawn: 
The nitrided-steol ring assembly in either nitrided-steel or 
porous chromium-plated cylinders should he very desirable for use 
in high-output aircraft engines. 
Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Cleveland, Ohio.
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A Selector switch 
B Potentiometer 
C Cold-junction box 
D Thermocouple leads, constantan and iron 
E Insulation 
F Piston rings 
G Section of 5-inch cylinder 
H Aluminum 
I Gas burner 
Figure I.	 Piston-ring heater.

















4NACA ARR No. 4022	 figs. 39 
A Oil-storage tank 
B Surge tank and oil separator 
C Drain 
D Line for returning to crankcase 
the blow-by handled by oil-
scavenging pump in maintain-
ing dry sump crankcase 
E Crankcase 
F Crankcase-pressure manometer 
G Sight glass 
H Flexible head
I Surge tank 
J Shut-off valves 
K Throttle valve 
L Bypass 
M Meter inlet thermometer 
N Meter inlet-pressure manometer 
0 Gas meter 
P Pipe leading to exhaust trench 
(approximately 7 in. water 
vacuum) 
Figure 3. - Schematic diagram of blow-by system. 
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NACA ARR No. 022
	
Fig. 5 
Figure 5.- Effect of piston-ring temperature on diametral tension. 
(Rings held 10 min at each temperature.) 
Piston-ring mater.al 
o Cast iron 
-I- Alloy cast iron 
x High-speed. steel 
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Fig. 6 
U	 200	 400	 600
	 800	 1000 
Temperature 
Figure 6.- Effect of piston-ring temperature on diametral tension.
(Rings held 6 to 8 hr at each temperature.) 




o Cast iron 
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Figure 7.- Effect of piston-ring temperature on diametral tension. 
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MACA ARR No. 4D22	 Fig. 15 
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Fig. 18 



















NACA ARR No. 4D22
	 Fig. 20 
THRUST 
Figure 20.- Piston assembly after high-output tests. High-
tension oil rings.
WACA ARR No. 4D22	 Fig. 21 
/rU ; 
Figure 21.- Piston assembly after tests in porous chromium-plated 
barrels.
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	 Fig. 23
NACA ARR No. 4D22
	 Fig. 24 
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Fig. 26 
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Flgare 26 Effect of dust on oil con/rol and Wear Ni I nc/ed- ring 
assenb/9,smg/e-cylinder engine. Data Irom Bureau 
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Figure 29.- Effect of dust on oil control. Stock cast-iron rings in po-
rous chromitzm.-plated. cylinders. Wright R-1820-22 engine. 
Data from Bureau of Aeronautics, Aircraft Engine Laboratory.
Number of dust cycle 
Figure 30.- Effect of dust on oil control. Nitrided cylinder and 
cast iron piston rings, Wright R-2600-8 engine. Data 
from Bureau of Aeronautics, Aircraft Engine Laboratory. 
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